
What was your primary reason for attending the 
workshop?

What were the major benefits you believe you 
have gained from attending the workshop? 

Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response
Professional development in the field of infection 
prevention and control. Networking
update on what is happening networking.  information
Network and education Resources 

UPdate AMS and networking

Seeing what ACIPC workshops were like

meeting other people from different work places 
, enjoying what people had to say, fountain of 
information knowledge starved :)

Increase knowledge in IP&C. Net work with 
group. AT resources 

Meeting others, and learning about the nurses 
role in AMS

Information on selected topics
Identifying similar issues across National 
requirements

Knowledge update surveillance Better understanding of surveillance

To gain more knowledge to implement changes in work practices

Immunisation session
Netwoworking and staying up to date, knowing 
that the challenges we face are shared!

To update knowledge and receive input from 
other sites/clinicians

Knowledge of other clinicians working in 
infection control

Updating Knowledge. Learning new things.  

Gaining more information.Networking. Looking 
at new products available for infection 
prevention and control.  

Networking, update on NAPS use of resouces on website   trade displays

Consolidate current knowledge and update on 
current practices.

Reassurance that we are on the right track.  
Some useful tools that could possibly be 
intergrated within our own unit.  Networking and 
connections - always good.  Interesting to hear 
how other hospitals are tackling their issues.  
Learn from each other.

To refresh knowledge, learn more about AMS 
and network

Networking opportunities, updates in the IP&M 
area

arranged by our infection control co-ordinator
Aseptic technique information, learned more 
abour ACIPC

To refress,reconnect and introduce colleague to 
these subjects from expert perspective achieved above goals

Get new ideas

Education, new energy to apply concepts in a 
different way. The AMS component for nurses 
was great - different mindset! Also really liked 
the promotional support and set up outside.

Updated & net working Ipdatesb
update knowledge  Networking improved knowledge base
Extra knowledge
Information sharing Employee Vaccination Program development

Update and network AMS understanding



Update and new information. How could use the 
areas presented in my work

Information and knowledge   Networking   Trade 
display useful new products and meeting 
representatives

Education  Networking  Mentor a colleague

 knowledge and networking increased knowledge  and networking

Networking and update on topics listed
Networking and learning about others 
experiences

Co-Lead of WA SIG/Member of WA SIG - 
quarterly professional development program 
opportunity  Networking and re-connecting with ICPs in WA



Would your recommend attendance at future 
ACIPC workshops to your colleagues? 

Please provide any feedback you may have on 
the venue, including catering 

Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response

Yes The food was AMAZING!
yes very good
Yes 

YES Both good

yes I believe so was lovely spot
Excellent all round. Unfortunate about the 
webnair issues, but thats always difficult to 
control 

Yes, definately N/A

Yes Excellent

yes Excellent

definetly Was all good

Absolutely 
This is an excellent venue, food is always very 
good

Yes  Venue and catering was very good.
Yes

Absolutley.

Catering was excellent.  Venue very pleasant, 
only draw back was position of podium infront of 
projection screen.  Some niggly IT issues - 
though quickly fixed.

Definitely.

Venue was comfortable, audiovisual was a bit 
erratic, catering was excellent (great range of 
lunch wraps and sandwiches). 

yes, absolutely great venue, excellent food

yes
great venue,easy parking,comfortable 
room,catering excellent

Yes for sure!
Catering was amazing - best I've had in a while! 
Venue was good too.

Yes
yes Great venue, great food, no complaints
Yes
Yes

yes Excellent although the room was a little cold



Definitely. Great format of practical and useful 
topics presented by IPCs for IPCs who are 
working in the area

Thank you for organising the workshop. Venue 
and catering were good

Yes
Venue was cold  AV challenges interrupted 
presentations which was a shame

yes
good no complaints - good to have a round table 
to sit at

Yes
Venue was lovely, food great. Plenty of parking 
a bonus.

Yes

Catering was very good  On the day it was very 
cold in the outside quad area for the trade, 
despite the sunshine



Please provide any feedback you may have on 
the industry partners that were present on the 
day

Are there any other topics and/or speakers that 
you would like to see included in future 
workshops?

Open-Ended Response Open-Ended Response
Guest speekers were great. I enjoyed the 
interactive approach on aseptic technique.
good range

very informative, love the freibies :)

Engaging and informative 
Something along accreditation pitfalls and work 
arounds. 

N/A
unsure.  All speakers were well prepared and 
adequate.

Well informed helpful
Policy preparation and Emerging multi resistant 
bacteria

Rubbermaid products interesting
Aged care practicalities of implementing 
infection control

Was great to meet some reps and see some 
products I did not know were available Interesting ways to audit cleaning contractors

The ACIPC workshops are always a highlight of 
the educational calendar

Antimicrobial stewardship surveillance other 
hospitals are using on a day to day basis to 
report known infections within the organisation.    
Staff training on a broader level for infection 
control    Audits 

Friendly, Informative, and wanting to help.  
I found the speakers very informative,answered 
questions asked of them.Topics were relevant.
Sterilisation  

Not been to an ACIPC conference before so 
very pleasant to see other trades more relevant 
to infection  control.  Will be looking at trialling 
the different cleaning wipes and ? changing 
ABHR as a result.

Would have liked to hear more on VRE and 
CRE.    I know other states are no longer 
screening for VRE in the satelite units as they 
have proven standard precuations are stringent 
enough to prevent spread within the unit.

really enjoyed talking to the reps, good braod 
spectrum 

very helpful

Other than I felt for them in the cold :-) It was 
great to have them there. Good to review the 
products they have.

More AMS as this is ongoing, Ongoing 
surveillance updates are also useful, 
Environmental cleaning, Engaging consumers in 
our planning/service, New ideas for Hand 
Hygiene compliance.

Good to see some new products ideas

All  were good

excellent
Environmental cleaning  More on ANTT and 
AMS



Good mix of companies and services

Infection control programs  Environmental 
Cleaning   WHS related to IPC  Practical session 
on how to twitter and use face book  

All good & relevant

How to set up quality improvement projects that 
can lead to further research - suite of tools etc  
Surveillance - develop further understanding for 
beginning level ICPs and again perhaps a suite 
of tools or flowcharts could be uploaded to the 
WASIG discussion board?

good not at present

Really great to have all the trades to talk to the 
reps and view products

As the standards have expanded the 
requirement for auditing, some information on co-
ordinating audits and reporting to executive. 

A suitable number and variety of trade  
Knowledgeable 

Environmental cleaning   Case studies/clinical 
scenarios


